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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž The beginning of our theme is the theorem due to Frobenius see 3,
.Sect. 37 :
FROBENIUS THEOREM. The number of elements x of a finite group G that
n Ž  .satisfy the equation x  1 is a multiple of gcd n, G .
There are various generalizations of this theorem. For finite groups A
 Ž . and G, Hom A, G denotes the number of all homomorphisms from A to
G. The Frobenius Theorem implies that, for a finite cyclic group A of
 Ž . order n and an arbitrary finite group G, Hom A, G is a multiple of
Ž  .gcd n, G . As a generalization of this result, Yoshida proved the following
 theorem 11 .
THEOREM A. For a finite abelian group A and a finite group G,
     Hom A , G  0 mod gcd A , G .Ž . Ž .
For finite groups A and G, we consider the condition
     H A , G : Hom A , G  0 mod gcd AA , G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
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where A denotes the commutator subgroup of A. The conjecture below
 was introduced in 2 .
Ž .Conjecture H. For any finite groups A and G, the condition H A, G
holds.
Ž .The condition H A, G holds in each of the following specific cases,
though we do not prove Conjecture H in general yet. The theorem below
 was proved by the first author and Yoshida 2 .
THEOREM B. Suppose that A is a finite group where eery Sylow subgroup
Ž .of AA is cyclic or elementary abelian. Then the condition H A, G holds for
any finite group G.
 The authors presented the following generalization of Theorem B 1 .
THEOREM C. Suppose that A is a finite group where eery Sylow subgroup
of AA is the direct product of a cyclic group and an elementary abelian
Ž .group. Then the condition H A, G holds for any finite group G.
In this paper, we establish the following.
THEOREM D. Suppose that A is a finite group of odd order where, for any
 prime p diiding AA , a Sylow p-subgroup of AA is the direct product of
a cyclic p-group of arbitrary order and either a cyclic group of order p2 or an
Ž .elementary abelian p-group. Then the condition H A, G holds for any finite
group G.
For a finite group H and a finite abelian group C that acts on H, we
Ž .denote by CH the semidirect product of C and H and define z C, H to
be the number of all complements of H in CH, i.e.,
  4z C , H   D CH DH CH , DH 1 ; 4Ž .
this is also the number of crossed homomorphisms from C to H 10, Chap.
2, Sect. 8, Exercise 3 . Such a number is considered in the generalization of
 the Frobenius Theorem due to Hall 5, Theorem 1.6 :
HALL’S THEOREM. Let H be a finite group, and let  be an automorphism
of H whose order diides n. Then the number of elements x of H for which the
product
x  x  x
2
 x
n 1  1
Ž  . Ž  .is a multiple of gcd n, H . Here x denotes the effect of  on x	H.
This theorem implies that if H is a finite group and C is a finite cyclic
Ž . Ž    .group that acts on H, then z C, H  0 mod gcd C , H . For a finite
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group H and a finite abelian group C that acts on H, we consider the
condition
   I C , H : z C , H  0 mod gcd C , H .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Let p be a prime. Conjecture H is closely related to the following
 Conjecture I, which was also introduced in 2 ; in fact, if Conjecture I is
 true, then so is Conjecture H 2 .
Conjecture I. For any finite p-group H and any finite abelian p-group
Ž .C that acts on H, the condition I C, H holds.
 It was proved in 2 that if H is a finite p-group and C is a finite cyclic
or an elementary abelian p-group that acts on H, then the condition
Ž . I C, H holds. This fact, together with the argument in the proof of 2,
  Theorem 2.1 , yields Theorem B 2 ; moreover, the following proposition
 yields Theorem C 1 .
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let H be a finite p-group, and let C be a finite abelian
p-group that acts on H. Suppose that C is the direct product of a cyclic p-group
Ž .and an elementary abelian p-group. Then the condition I C, H holds.
The next proposition does not imply any result concerning Conjecture H
directly, but it stands the Main Theorem below in good stead.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let H and C be finite abelian p-groups such that C acts
Ž .on H. Then the condition I C, H holds.
 Although Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 were already proved in 1 , we will
Žgive alternating proofs of them in view of the number of complements see
.the remark after Lemma 4.1 and the proof of Theorem 7.4 .
In Section 5, we will show the result below, which, together with the
  Žargument in the proof of 2, Theorem 2.1 , yields Theorem D see Sec-
.tion 6 .
MAIN THEOREM. Let H be a finite p-group, and let C be a finite abelian
p-group that acts on H. Suppose that p 2 and that C is the direct product of
a cyclic p-group of arbitrary order and a cyclic p-group of order p2 at most.
Ž .Then the condition I C, H holds.
For the proof of the Main Theorem, the formula of Hall about calcula-
Ž .tions involving commutators see Theorem 2.1 plays an important role.
Ž Furthermore, we will use the following well-known theorem see, e.g., 10,
Ž . .Chap. 4, 4.4 , Theorem 4.22 .
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that p 2. For a finite p-group G, the following
hold:
Ž .1 If eery abelian subgroup of G is cyclic, then G is cyclic.
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Ž .2 If eery characteristic abelian subgroup of G is cyclic, then G is the
 4central product of a cyclic group and E, where E is either 1 or an extraspecial
p-group of exponent p.
A key result, Proposition 4.2, to the Main Theorem yields the following
  Ž .theorem due to Kulakoff 7, Satz 2 see the proof of Theorem 7.1 .
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that p 2. If P is a finite noncyclic group of
order pn, then, for 0m n, the number of elements x of P that satisfy the
equation x p
m  1 is a multiple of pm
1.
 The following theorem was proved by Murai 9 .
THEOREM 1.5. Let P be a finite group of order 2 n. For 0m n, the
number of elements x of P that satisfy the equation x 2
m  1 is not a multiple of
2 m
1 if and only if either P is a cyclic group, or else 0m n 1 and P is
a generalized quaternion, a dihedral, or a semidihedral group.
We will give a proof of this theorem under the assumption that 1m
Ž . n see Remark 1 after Corollary 7.3 ; for the case where m 1, see also
   Ž .6, pp. 5253 and 8, Theorem 6.2 Thompson .
Notation and Elementary Facts. Let G be a group, and let H and K be
² :subgroups of G. For elements g , g , . . . of G, g , g , . . . denotes the1 2 1 2
Ž .subgroup of G generated by g , g , . . . . Let N K be the normalizer of1 2 G
Ž . Ž .K in G and let C K be the centralizer of K in G. Define N K G H
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N K H and C K  C K H. We denote by Z G the center ofG H G
 G and denote by H, K the commutator subgroup of H and K. Define
Ž .   Ž .  Ž . inductively C G  G, G and C G  C G , G for each integer2 i i1
i 3. Such subgroups are characteristic subgroups of G, and
G C G   .Ž .2
Ž .  4Assume that G is a finite p-group. So G is nilpotent, and if C G  1i
Ž . Ž . for i 2, then C G is a proper subgroup of C G 10, Chap. 4,i
1 i
  4 Ž .Theorem 2.5 . For a normal subgroup N of G, if N 1 , then N Z G
 4     1 and N, G is a proper subgroup of N 10, Chap. 4, Theorem 2.9 .
Ž .For each positive integer u, the characteristic subgroup  G of G isu
defined to be the subgroup generated by the elements of order pu at most,
i.e.,
²  p u : G  x x	G , x  1 .Ž .u
We denote by exp G the exponent of G, i.e., the least common multiple of
the orders of the elements of G.
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Ž .2. THE GROUP Q CHu
Ž   The following result was established by Hall see 4, Sect. 3 and 10,
.Chap. 4, Sect. 3 .
THEOREM 2.1. For elements x and y of a group G and for a positie
Ž .integer n, there exist c 	 C G , 2 i n, such thati i
nn n e e2 nx y  xy c  c ,Ž . 2 n
where the exponent e is the ith binomial coefficient:i
n n 1  n i
 1Ž . Ž .ne   .i ž /i i!
Hereafter u denotes a positive integer. We need the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be a finite p-group. Assume that exp C G i
u i
2 Ž .p for each integer i with 2 i u
 2. If either p 2 or exp C G2
u1 Ž . p , then  G is the set of elements x of G that satisfy the equationu
x p
u  1.
Proof. For each integer i with 2 i u
 2, put
u pu up p  1uf p , i   ,Ž . ž / ž /i i 1i
Ž Ž u ..and let ord f p , i denote the exponent of p in the decomposition ofp
Ž u . Ž . u1f p , i into prime factors. If either p 2 or exp C G  p , then the2
Ž u .preceding formula of f p , i , together with the assumption that
Ž . uexp C G  p , yields2
exp C G  pord pŽ f Ž p u , 2.. .Ž .2
Also, we have
exp C G  pu i
2 pord pŽ f Ž p u , i..Ž .i
for each integer i with 3 i u
 2, because i pi2 pu, except that
p 2 and i 3. Then the corollary follows from Theorem 2.1.
We sometimes use the following three elementary lemmas.
LEMMA 2.3. Let x, y, and z be three elements of a group G. Then the
following identities hold:
1   x , y  y , x ,
y     xy , z  x , z y , z ,
y     z , xy  z , y z , x .
 Ž .Proof. See the proof of 10, Chap. 4, 1.1 .
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LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a group and let H be a normal subgroup. Suppose
Ž .that there exists an abelian subgroup C of G with G CH. Then C G 2
 H, G .
Proof. For any x , x 	 C and for any y, z	H, Lemma 2.3 yields1 2
y     x y , x z  x , x z y , x z1 2 1 2 2
y z y z        x , z x , x y , z y , x1 1 2 2
1y y z z  z , x y , z y , x1 2
 	 H , G .
Ž .   Ž .  Hence C G  H, G , which yields C G  H, G . This completes the2 2
proof.
LEMMA 2.5. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.4, suppose that G is a
 4 Ž .finite p-group and that H 1 . Then C G is a proper subgroup of H.2
 Proof. Since H, G is a proper subgroup of H, the lemma follows from
Lemma 2.4. Here we verify the lemma without Lemma 2.4 as below.
Ž .Since the factor group GH is abelian, it follows that C G H.2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Assume that C G  H. Then GC G  CC G C G . Here2 3 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .C G C G  Z GC G . Hence GC G is abelian, which yields2 3 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4C G  C G . But C G  C G , because C G H 1 . This is a2 3 2 3 2
Ž .contradiction. Hence C G is a proper subgroup of H. Thus the lemma2
follows.
Remark. In this lemma, even if G is a nilpotent group instead of a
finite p-group, the assertion follows. So if G is a nonabelian nilpotent
Ž . Ž group, then GC G is not cyclic see, e.g., 10, Chap. 4, Sect. 3, Corol-2
.lary 2 .
Let H be a finite p-group, and let C be a finite abelian p-group that
Ž . Žacts on H. We define C CH H. This definition is not standard, but,1
Ž .  Ž .  by Lemma 2.4, C CH  C CH , CH , as usual; see, e.g., 10, Chap. 4,2 1
 . Ž .  4 Ž .Sect. 2 . By Lemma 2.5, if C CH  1 for i 1, then C CH is ai i
1
Ž .proper subgroup of C CH . Now CH affords a certain C-invariant normali
Ž .subgroup, Q CH , of H with respect to u.u
 Ž .  u1DEFINITION 2.6. Let j be the least integer such that C CH  p .j
1
Define
Q CH  C CHŽ . Ž .Ž .u u j
Ž .if j 1, and Q CH H otherwise.u
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LEMMA 2.7. Let Q be a C-inariant normal subgroup of H such that
u ² : ² :  u ² :exp Q p , and let G d Q for d	 CH where d  p and d 
 4 Ž . u i
2H 1 . Assume that exp C G  p for each integer i where 2i
u1 Ž² : .  i u
 2. If either p 2 or exp C  p , then z d , Q  Q .2
Ž . u1Proof. Assume that either p 2 or exp C G  p . Then Corollary2
u ² :  u2.2 yields exp G p . This forces dh  p for any h	Q, because
Ž . p u 1 p u 1dh H d HH. Therefore the set of all components of Q in G
² :  4 Ž .is dh h	Q see also Lemma 3.1 below . This proves the lemma.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.8. Let QQ CH . Thenu
  u     u1 u Q  gcd p , H , Q, CH  p , and exp Q p .Ž .
² : ² :  u ² :  4Let G d Q for d	 CH where d  p and d H 1 . Then
  u1 ² :  C G  p and z d , Q  Q .Ž . Ž .2
  Ž u  .    u1Proof. By the definition, Q  gcd p , H and Q, CH  p . In
 Ž .  u1 uparticular, C Q  p . Therefore Corollary 2.2 yields exp Q p . Next,2
Ž .    Ž .  u1by Lemma 2.4, C G  Q, CH , and so C G  p . Hence Lemma2 2
Ž² : .  2.7 yields z d , Q  Q . This completes the proof.
3. ADMISSIBLE SETS
Let H be a finite p-group, and let C be a finite abelian p-group that
acts on H. Suppose that C is the direct product of r cyclic groups, and
take x , x , . . . , x 	 C such that1 2 r
² : ² : ² :C x  x   x .1 2 r
The following lemma is fundamental.
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be any complement of H in CH. Then there exists a
Ž .unique sequence h , h , . . . , h of elements in H such that1 2 r
² : ² : ² :D x h  x h   x h ,1 1 2 2 r r
² :  ² : and x h  x , 1 k r.k k k
Proof. There exist natural isomorphisms
DDHH CHH C.
The assertion follows from this fact.
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We use several enumerative methods based on the notion of the group
action.
DEFINITION 3.2. For subgroups S , S , . . . , S of H, set S S  S1 2 r 1 2
  S . Let X be a subset of the set of all complements of H in CH.r
We say that X is an admissible set with respect to S if, for every
² : ² : ² :x h  x h   x h 	 X ,1 1 2 2 r r
Ž .where h , h , . . . , h 	H, and for every y , y , . . . , y 	 S,1 2 r 1 2 r
² : ² : ² :x h y  x h y   x h y 	 X .1 1 1 2 2 2 r r r
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be an admissible set with respect to the direct product
 S of r subgroups of H. Then X is a multiple of S .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, X is a S-set. In particular, the stabilizer of each
element of X is the group consisting of only the identity, and hence the
 length of each orbit is S . This proves the lemma.
To simplify the notation, put
G CH ,
² :M x , . . . , x H , and2 r
ZH Z G .Ž .
Let W be a subgroup of Z. We denote by K the set consisting of theW
products KWM for all complements K of H in M. The group G acts
Ž .on K by conjugation. For each KW	 K , let X M, KW denote theW W G , W
set of all complements D of H in G with
DM W KW .Ž .
The set of all complements of H in G is partitioned into a disjoint union
Ž .of the sets X M, KW for all KW	 K .G , W W
LEMMA 3.4. For each KW	 K ,W
g
  X M , KW  G : N KW X M , KW .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . G , W G G , W
g	G
Proof. Take an element KW of G-set K . The stabilizer of KW isW
Ž .  Ž . clearly N KW , and the orbit containing KW consists of G : N KWG G
Ž . g Ž .elements KW for all elements g of a left transversal of N KW .G
Therefore
g g X M , KW  X M , KW .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ÝG , W G , W
g	G Ž . Ž .gN KW 	GN KWG G
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Here, for all g	G,
g g X M , KW  D D	 X M , KW , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .G , W G , W
gŽ Ž . . Ž .whence X M, KW  X M, KW . This completes the proof.G , W G , W
We provide the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.5. Let K be a complement of H in M. Suppose that D	
Ž . Ž . Ž .X M, KW . Then C K is the semidirect product of D and C K , andG , W G H
Ž . Ž .C K  C DM .G G
Ž . Ž .Proof. By the definition of X M, KW , we obtain DM WG , W
KW. Hence
C DM  C DM W  C KW  C K ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G G G G
and
C DM DC DM DC K .Ž . Ž . Ž .G H H
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4Thus C K DC K  C DM . Since DH 1 , the lemmaG H G
follows.
The proof of the Main Theorem requires the following proposition.
u ² :  Ž u.PROPOSITION 3.6. Let p  x , and let K p be the set of all1 W
 Ž .  uKW	 K with C KW  p . ThenW H
  X M , KW  0 mod H .Ž . G , W
uŽ .KW	K pW
Ž . Ž .Proof. Clearly, C K  C KW for any complement K of H in M.H H
So we have
X M , KW  X M , K .Ž . Ž . G , W G , 14
u uŽ . Ž .KW	K p K	K pW 14
Ž u.The group G acts on K p by conjugation, and so it suffices to show14
Ž u.that, for each K	 K p ,14
g   X M , K  0 mod H .Ž . G , 14
g	G
Ž u. Ž .Let K	 K p . By Lemma 3.4, we may assume that X M, K .14 G , 14
Ž . Ž .Take D	 X M, K . Then, by Lemma 3.5, C K is the semidirectG , 14 G
Ž .  Ž .  uproduct of D and C K . Since C K  p , we getH H
Q DC K  C K .Ž . Ž .Ž .u H H
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Ž . ² :  uTherefore Proposition 2.8 implies that, for any d	 C K with d  pG
² : Ž .  4 Ž . ² :  uand d  C K  1 and for any h	 C K , dh  p . ThusH H
Ž . Ž .X M, K is regarded as a subset of the complements of C K inG , 14 H
Ž . Ž .C K and is an admissible set with respect to S C K  S   S ,G H 2 r
 4where S  1 , 2 k r. Now Lemma 3.3 yieldsk
 X M , K  0 mod C K .Ž . Ž .G , 14 H
So, by Lemma 3.4, we have
g    X M , K  0 mod G : N K C K .Ž . Ž . Ž . G , 14 G H
g	G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Here N K DN K , N K  C K , and, consequently,G H H H
       G : N K C K  DH : DN K N K  H .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G H H H
Thus we get the desired congruence. This proves the proposition.
4. A KEY RESULT TO THE MAIN THEOREM
² :  uUnder the notation of Section 3, assume that x  p and that1
² :   kx  p  p for each integer k with 2 k r. Let K be a comple-k
ment of H in M. We again consider an admissible set in the proof of the
following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that C K is the semidirect product of D andG
Ž . Ž .C K for some D C K . Let Q be a D-inariant normal subgroup ofH G
Ž . Ž² : .   Ž . ² :  uC K such that z d , Q  Q for any d	 C K with d  p andH G
² : Ž .  4d  C K  1 . ThenH
     X M , KW  0 mod Q   W   W .Ž . Ž . Ž .G , W  2 r
In particular,
     X M , KW  0 mod Q DC K   W   W ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G , W u H  2 r
 Ž .  uand if C K  p , thenH
u    X M , KW  0 mod p  W   W .Ž . Ž . Ž .G , W  2 r
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, it suffices to show the first assertion. Lemma
Ž . Ž .3.5 implies that X M, KW is a subset of the complements of C KG , W H
Ž .in C K . PutG
SQ W   W .Ž . Ž . 2 r
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² :  u Ž .By the assumption of the lemma, dh  p for any d	 C K withG
² :  u ² : Ž .  4 Ž .d  p and d  C K  1 and for any h	Q. Also, Q C KH H
Ž . Ž . C KW . Then X M, KW is an admissible set with respect to S.H G , W
Hence Lemma 3.3 yields
 X M , KW  0 mod S .Ž .G , W
This completes the proof.
Remark. By Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 4.1 with W Z, we get
Proposition 1.1.
We now show the following key result to the Main Theorem, which is
also applicable to Theorem 7.1.
 Ž .  u
1 Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that C K  p and that C K is notH H
cyclic. If p 2, then
X M , KZ  0 mod pu
 r .Ž .G , Z
Ž . Ž .Proof. Put L C K and N C K . We may assume thatG H
Ž . Ž .X M, KZ . If D	 X M, KZ , then, by Lemma 3.5, L is theG , Z G , Z
Ž . Ž .semidirect product of D and N. Let Q L Q DN for an arbitraryu
Ž .D	 X M, KZ , which is independent of the choice of D. Then Propo-G , Z
 Ž .  Ž u  . u  Ž .  u
1sition 2.8 yields Q L  gcd p , N  p . If Q L  p , then the
 assertion follows from Lemma 4.1 with W Z, because Z  p. Hence we
 Ž .  u Ž .may assume that Q L  p . In particular, Q L is a proper subgroup of
Ž . w Ž .N. For a while, we assume that Q L is not cyclic. Let p  exp Q L .
Ž .Then u w. Define the normal subgroup Q of L containing Q L to be
QQ L  NQ L  Z LQ L .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .uw
  u
1 Ž . Ž Ž ..  4 uThen Q  p because NQ L  Z LQ L  1 , and exp Q p .
² :  u ² :  4Take d	 L with d  p and d N 1 . By Lemma 2.4 and the
definition of Q, we have
² :  C d Q  Q, L Q L .Ž .Ž .2
 Ž .   u1 Ž² : . u1Also, Proposition 2.8 yields Q L , L  p . Thus exp C d Q  p2
 Ž² : .  u1and C d Q  p . Hence, by Lemmas 2.7 and 4.1, the assertion3
follows.
Ž .From now, we assume that p 2 and that Q L is a cyclic group of
order pu; nevertheless, by the assumption of the proposition, N is not
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cyclic. Here we define a certain normal subgroup, R, of L. There are two
cases.
Case 1. Assume that every characteristic abelian subgroup of N is
Ž .cyclic. Since p 2, it follows from 2 of Theorem 1.3 that N is the central
product of a cyclic group and an extraspecial p-group of exponent p. Put
Ž . Ž .  Ž . RQ L  N . Then C R  p.1 2
Case 2. Assume that some characteristic abelian subgroup of N is not
cyclic. Then there exists a characteristic elementary abelian subgroup T of
Ž .   Ž . Ž . Ž .N with T Z and T  p. Put RQ L T. Then C R Q L  T1 2
 Ž . and C R  p.2
Ž . Ž .Thus we get a normal subgroup R of L such that Q L  Z  R1
Ž .  Ž .  u   R N and C R  p  R . Since p 2, it follows from Corollaryu 2
2.2 that exp R pu.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Take any D	 X M, KZ . Then  Z  R Z DR . We claim thatG , Z 1
X DM R , DM  Z  0 mod pu
 r . FŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D R ,  ŽZ . 11
 Ž .  u1Let j be the least integer such that C DR  p . Then j 1,j
1
  u
1 u Ž . Ž Ž ..because R  p . Since exp R p , we obtain Q DR  C DRu u j
Ž .  Ž .  Ž u  . u  Ž .  C DR . By Proposition 2.8, Q DR  gcd p , R  p . If Q DRj u u
u
1 Ž . p , then, by Lemma 4.1 with GDR, W Z , and KDM,1
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .F holds. Note that RN C K  C DM by Lemma 3.5. SoH H
we may assume that
    uC DR  Q DR  p .Ž . Ž .j u
Ž . Ž .   u
1Then R C DR and j 2. Put Q C DR . Then Q  p andj j1
u ² :  u ² :  4exp Q p . Take d	DR with d  p and d  R 1 . By Lemma
2.4,
² :  C d Q  Q, DR  C DR ,Ž .Ž .2 j
 Ž² : .  uwhich means C d Q  p . Therefore, since p 2, Lemma 2.7 implies2
Ž² : .   Ž .that z d , Q  Q . Now F follows from Lemma 4.1, as claimed.
Ž . Ž .There exist D , D , . . . , D 	 X M, KZ such that X M, KZ is a1 2 l G , Z G , Z
disjoint union of the sets
D	 X M , KZ DRD R , DM  Z  D M  Z , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G , Z i 1 i 1
1 i l ,
ŽŽ . Ž . Ž ..which are just X D M R, D M  Z , 1 i l, respec-D R ,  ŽZ . i i 1i 1
Ž .tively. Thus the proposition follows from F .
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5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
We devote this section to the proof of the Main Theorem. Assume that
p 2. Let u and  be integers with 1 u and 0  2, and let C be the
direct product of two cyclic groups of order pu and p, respectively.
Suppose that C acts on a finite p-group H. We aim to show that
Ž . Ž    .z C, H  0 mod gcd C , H .
² : ² : ² :  u ² :  Let x , x 	 C such that C x  x , x  p , and x  p .1 2 1 2 1 2
² : Ž .Put G CH, M x H, and ZH Z G . Recall that the set of all2
complements of H in G is partitioned into a disjoint union of the sets
Ž .X M, KZ for all KZ	 K . Let K be the set of KZ	 K such thatG , Z Z Z
  Ž . uZ H, KZ , that C KZ is a cyclic group of order more than p , andH
Ž . Ž  that X M, KZ . For any complement K of H in M, H, KZ G , Z
  Ž . Ž . .H, K and C KZ  C K . By Proposition 3.6,H H
  X M , KZ  0 mod H ,Ž . G , Z
uŽ .KZ	K pZ
Ž u.  Ž .  uwhere K p is the set consisting of all KZ	 K with C KZ  p .Z Z H
Ž u.  On the other hand, if KZ	 K  K p and KZ H, KZ , thenZ Z
 Ž .  u
1 Ž .C KZ  p and N KZ is a proper subgroup of G, whence, byH G
Lemmas 3.4 and 4.1,
g u
1   X M , KZ  0 mod p  Z .Ž . Ž .Ž . G , Z 
g	G
Ž u.Also, G acts on the set consisting of all KZ	 K  K p such thatZ Z
  Ž .KZ H, KZ and that C KZ is cyclic by conjugation; for any KZ	 K ,H Z
   clearly ZH KZ, and so KZ H, KZ if and only if Z H, KZ .
Now, using Proposition 4.2, we have
    X M , KZ  0 mod gcd C , H .Ž . Ž . G , Z
KZ	KKz
Thus it suffices to show that
 X M , KZ  0 mod pu
 . Ž . Ž . G , Z
KZ	K
For any KZ	 K, Lemma 4.1 yields
u  X M , KZ  0 mod p  Z .Ž . Ž .G , Z 
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    Ž .   Ž .If Z  p , then  Z  p and hence  holds. So we may assume
   Ž . that Z  p and that   2. Thus  Z  p, and, for any KZ	 K,
X M , KZ  0 mod pu
1. F1Ž . Ž .G , Z
Via the following paragraphs, we will define a certain permutation,  ,
on K of order p such that, for each KZ	 K,
X M , KZ  X M , KZ .Ž . Ž .Ž .G , Z G , Z
Ž Ž . Ž . .If such a permutation exists, then F1 yields  .
By virtue of Proposition 1.2, we may assume that H is not cyclic. Since
Ž .p 2, it follows from 1 of Theorem 1.3 that H contains a subgroup, say
² :y for y	H, of order p except Z. Let K be any complement of H in M
  Ž .  Ž .  u
1with KZ	 K. Then Z H, K , C K is cyclic, and C K  p .H H
    Ž . Ž .We have Z H, K , because Z  p and H C K . Since C K H H
Ž . ² : ² :Z, it follows that C K  y . Suppose that K x . Then the order ofH
 y, x is p, and so
² :   Z H , K  y , x . F2Ž .
Let h be any element of H. Using Lemma 2.3, we have that, for any
integer m 0,
mm m m1             hy , x  h , x y , x  h , x y , x y , x  h , x y , x 	 Z.
Ž . Ž .So, by F2 , there exists an integer m h  0 such that
mŽh.hy , x  1,
Ž .² :whence h	 C K y . Consequently, we haveH
² :H C K y . F3Ž . Ž .H
Ž .Since C K is cyclic, we obtainH
² : H  Z y F4Ž . Ž .1
Ž  Ž .Ž ..see, e.g., 10, Chap. 4, Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 ii .
Ž .        4Put L C K . Then H, K , L  K , L , H  1 , because ZG
     4 Ž H, K and K , L  1 . Hence the Three Subgroup Lemma see, e.g, 10,
.     4  Chap. 4, Theorem 1.9 yields L, H , K  1 , which means L L, H .
Ž .  Ž . Ž .Also,  H  L,  H , because  H is a characteristic subgroup of1 1 1
Ž .H. Now, by F4 , we have
² : ² : Z C K  Z y  L H  L,  H  L, y . F5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 1
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² : Ž .We claim that xy Z 	 K. By Lemma 2.5 and F4 , we get
 Ž Ž ..  ² :  2 ² :C K H  p. Then Lemma 2.7 implies that xy  p . So xy 2 1
 4 ² : ² :H 1 . Clearly, xy HM, and hence xy is a complement of H in
Ž .M. For any nonnegative integer m and for any t	 L, Lemma 2.3 and F5
yield
m mym m m             ty , xy  t , xy y , xy  t , y y , x  t , y y , x 	 Z.
F6Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Using Lemma 2.3, F3 , and F6 with t	 C K , we conclude thatH
² : Z H , xy .
Ž . uIt remains to show that C xy is a cyclic group of order more than p .H
Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose that t	 C K . By F2 and F6 , there exists a unique nonnega-H
Ž .  mŽ t . tive integer m t less than p such that ty , xy  1. So we have
mŽ t . Ž . Ž .² : Ž . Ž .² :ty 	 C xy and t	 C xy y . Hence C K  C xy y H.H H H H
Ž .Now, by F3 ,
² : ² :H C K y  C xy y ,Ž . Ž .H H
Ž . Ž .which forces C xy to be cyclic. In fact, if C K is generated by h, thenH H
² mŽh.: Ž .hy  C xy andH
² mŽh.:² : ² :² : ² : ² :hy y  h y  C K y  C xy y ,Ž . Ž .H H
Ž . ² :  4which, together with the fact that C xy  y  1 , yieldH
² mŽh.:C xy  hy .Ž .H
 Ž .   Ž .  n
1 ² :Furthermore, C xy  C K  p . Thus xy Z	 K, as claimed.H H
² : ² : Ž .Suppose that d  xz 	 X M, KZ with d	 L and z	 Z. ThenG , Z
² : ² : Ž . Ž .we can take D d  x 	 X M, KZ . By Lemma 2.5 and F4 , weG , Z
 Ž Ž .. get C D H  p. So, since p 2, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that2 1
² m:  u Ž . Ž .dy  p for any integer m. Furthermore, by F2 and F6 with t d,
Ž .there exists a unique nonnegative integer m d less than p such that
 mŽd . dy , xy  1. Thus
² mŽd .: ² : ² :dy  xy 	 X M , xy Z .Ž .G , Z
² :Each complement of H in M is, by Lemma 3.1, of the form x h for2 2
a unique element h of H. Hence the claimed fact above enables us to2
define a permutation  on K by
² : ² :x h Z  x h y ZŽ .2 2 2 2
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² :for all x h Z	 K where h 	H. Then the order of  is p, because2 2 2
p ² :y Z and y  1. For each x h Z	 K where h 	H, Lemma 3.1 and2 2 2
the assertion of the preceding paragraph imply that there exists a mapping
 defined byh2
² : ² : ² : : X M , x h Z  x h  x h z Ž .h G , Z 2 2 1 1 2 22
mŽ x h .1 1² : ² : ² :x h y  x h yz 	 X M , x h Z ,Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 G , Z 2 2
Ž .where h 	H, z	 Z, and m x h is a unique nonnegative integer less1 1 1
 mŽ x1 h1.  ² :than p such that x h y , x h y  1. Suppose that x h Z	 K1 1 2 2 2 2
where h 	H. Then the composite mapping2
   p1 p2   :h h y h y h y h2 2 2 2 2
 h h y2 2 ² : ² :X M , x h Z X M , x h Z Ž . Ž .Ž .G , Z 2 2 G , Z 2 2
 p2 p1h y2  ² : X M , x h ZŽ .ž /G , Z 2 2
 p1h y2  ² :X M , x h ZŽ .G , Z 2 2
is the identity mapping. Hence  ,  , . . . ,  p1 are bijective, whichh h y h y2 2 2
means
² : ² :X M , x h Z  X M , x h ZŽ . Ž .Ž .G , Z 2 2 G , Z 2 2
 p1² :   X M , x h Z .Ž .ž /G , Z 2 2
Ž .Therefore F1 yields
p1
i u
2² : ² : X M , x h Z  pX M , x h Z  0 mod p .Ž . Ž . ž /G , Z 2 2 G , Z 2 2
i0
Ž .Thus we conclude that  holds. This completes the proof of the Main
Theorem.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM D
In this section, we will give the proof of Theorem D. For a finite group
A, we consider the condition
For any prime p , if C is a factor p-group of AA, then
I A :Ž .
I C , H holds for any finite p-group H on which C acts.Ž .
The proof of the following theorem is much the same as that of 2,
Theorem 2.1 .
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THEOREM 6.1. Let A and G be finite groups and let B be a subgroup of A.
Ž .If the condition I A holds, then, for any homomorphism 	 from B to G,
     H A , G ; B , 	  0 mod gcd AAB , C 	 B ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .G
Ž .where H A, G; B, 	 denotes the set consisting of all homomorphisms 
Ž . Ž .from A to G such that  x  	 x for all x	 B.
Ž .Proof. Let A, G; B, 	 be a counter-example to the theorem such that
 A : B is minimal;
 under the above, G is minimal;
 under the above, A is minimal.
 By an argument similar to Steps 16 in the proof of 2, Theorem 2.1 , we
can consider the following situation:
B is a normal subgroup of A and AB is an abelian p-group for
some prime p.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..C 	 B is a normal subgroup of G and C 	 B is nilpotent.G G
Ž Ž ..We set H C 	 B . Under these conditions, we next define anG
Ž . Ž .equivalence relation  on H A, G; B, 	 . For , 
	H A, G; B, 	 ,H
def
 
 
 a 	H a for all a	 A.Ž . Ž .H
Ž .  For any  	H A, G; B, 	 , let  denote the equivalence class contain-0 0
ing  :0
   	H A , G ; B , 	   . 4Ž .0 H 0
Ž .Take any  	H A, G; B, 	 . Then AB acts on H by0
1a Bh  a h aŽ . Ž .0 0
1 Ž .for a	 A, h	H. Let Z AB, H denote the set of crossed homomor-0
phisms from AB to H with respect to this action. Then, by Step 8 in the
 proof of 2, Theorem 2.1 , there is a one-to-one correspondence between
  1 Ž .   Ž . and Z AB, H . By the assumption and 2, Lemma 3.1 , I AB, H0  0
 1 Ž .  Ž    .holds, and so Z AB, H is a multiple of gcd AB , H . Now we have0
    H A , G ; B , 	  Ž . Ý
Ž .	H A , G ; B , 	 H
 1  Z AB, HŽ .Ý 
Ž .	H A , G ; B , 	 H
    0 mod gcd AB , H .Ž .
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Therefore there exists no counter-example to the theorem. This completes
the proof.
Ž .Proof of Theorem D. The Main Theorem implies that condition I A
holds under the hypothesis of Theorem D. So, by Theorem 6.1 with
 4 Ž .B 1 , the condition H A, G holds for any finite group G. This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem D.
7. FURTHER RESULTS
In this section, we present some results related to the Main Theorem.
Note that the proofs of theorems and the corollary in this section are
independent of the Main Theorem.
THEOREM 7.1. Let H be a finite noncyclic p-group, and let C be a finite
cyclic group of order pu that acts on H. Suppose that p 2 and that
  u
1 Ž . u
1H  p . Then z C, H is a multiple of p . In particular, the number of
elements x of H that satisfy the equation x p
u  1 is a multiple of pu
1.
Ž .Proof. Put ZH Z CH . Then, by Proposition 4.2 with MH,
 4K 1 , and r 1,
z C , H  X H , Z  0 mod pu
1 ,Ž . Ž .C H , Z
as desired. We get the last assertion when C acts trivially on H.
 Ž .This theorem is a special result of 5, Theorem 1 iii and is a generaliza-
tion of Theorem 1.4.
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that u 1. Let H be a finite 2-group, and let C
u   u
1be a finite cyclic group of order 2 that acts on H. If H  2 and
Ž . n
1z C, H is not a multiple of 2 , then eery C-inariant abelian normal
subgroup of H is cyclic.
 4Proof. We apply the proof of Proposition 4.2 with MH, K 1 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .and r 1. Put L CH, ZH Z L , and Q L Q CH . By theu
Ž .first paragraph in the proof of Proposition 4.2, we may assume that Q L
is a cyclic group of order 2u. Assume that H contains some C-invariant
noncyclic abelian normal subgroup. Then there exists an elementary abelian
Ž .  normal subgroup T of L with  Z  TH and T  2. Put R1
Ž . Ž .Q L T. We have that R is a normal subgroup of L with  Z  RH1
  u
1 Ž . Ž Ž ..  Ž . and R  2 . By Lemma 2.5, C R  Q L , which yields C R2 u1 2
 2 n1. Hence Corollary 2.2 implies that exp R 2u.
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Ž Ž ..Clearly,  Q L is a normal subgroup of L. By using Lemma 2.5,u1
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž ..  Ž Ž Ž .. . we obtain C  Q L T  Q L , whence C  Q L T2 u1 u2 2 u1
n2 Ž Ž .. u1 2 . Therefore Corollary 2.2 yields exp  Q L T 2 .u1
 Ž . Take a complement D of H in L. Then Lemma 2.5 yields Q L , D 
Ž Ž .. Q L . Hence, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4,u1
   R , D  Q L T , D  Q L T , D  Q L T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u1 u1
and
 C DR  R , DR  C R  Q L T Q L T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 u1 u1
Ž Ž .. u1 Ž . u1Since exp  Q L T 2 , we obtain exp C DR  2 . Then, byu1 2
an argument similar to the third paragraph in the proof of Proposition 4.2
and Lemma 2.7, we conclude that
z D , R  X R ,  Z  0 mod 2u
1.Ž . Ž .Ž .D R ,  ŽZ . 11
Now, by the last paragraph in the proof of Proposition 4.2, we get
z C , H  X H , Z  0 mod 2u
1.Ž . Ž .L , Z
This proves the theorem.
We now have the following special case of Theorem 1.5.
COROLLARY 7.3. Let u be an integer with u 1, and let P be a finite
  u
12-group with P  2 . Assume that the number of elements x of P that
satisfy the equation x 2
u  1 is not a multiple of 2u
1. Then eery abelian
normal subgroup of P is cyclic. Consequently, either P is a cyclic group, or else
  u
1P  2 and P is a generalized quaternion, a dihedral, or a semidihedral
group.
Proof. Use Theorem 7.2 where C acts trivially on P. For the second
 Ž .assertion, see 10, Chap. 4, 4.3 .
Remark 1. Finite 2-groups that appear in this corollary indeed satisfy
the assumption of the corollary. Thus we get Theorem 1.5 with 1m n.
Remark 2. The dihedral group of order 8 contains a noncyclic abelian
normal subgroup. So the first assertion of Corollary 7.3 fails when u 1.
Finally, we show the following theorem, which includes Proposition 1.2.
THEOREM 7.4. Let H be a finite p-group, and let C be a finite abelian
p-group that acts on H. For any C-inariant abelian normal subgroup A of H,
   z C , H  0 mod gcd C , A .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž    Ž . .In particular, z C, H  0 mod gcd C , Z H .
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Ž .Proof. Let Z C, H be the set of complements of H in CH. So
Ž . Ž .z C, H  Z C, H . If A is a C-invariant abelian normal subgroup of H,
Ž .then Z C, H is partitioned into a disjoint union of subsets of the form
Ž . Ž .Z D, A for D	 Z C, H . So it suffices to show the theorem under the
assumption that H is abelian.
We assume that H is abelian and that C is the direct product of cyclic
groups generated by x , x , . . . , x of order pu1, pu2 , . . . , pur, respectively,1 2 r
i.e.,
² : ² : ² :C x  x   x1 2 r
² :  ukand x  p , 1 k r. For each k with 1 k r, let H denote thek k
 set of all elements h of H such that h, x  1 when i k, and leti
Ž² : . Ž Ž ..Q Q x H note that x 	N H .k u k k k C H kk
² :  ukLet k be an integer with 1 k r. Take d x h with d  p andk
Ž .h	H. Then d	N Q , because Q H H and H is abelian. WeC H k k k
 Ž² : .  uk1 Ž² : .claim that C d Q  p . By Lemma 2.4, we have C d Q 2 k 2 k
 ² : Q , d Q . Let m be any nonnegative integer, and let y and y be anyk k 1 2
elements of Q . Then d m  x mhŽm. for some hŽm.	H, and, by Lemmak k
2.3,
Žm .y2 y hm m Žm. m m2y , d y  y , x h  y , x  y , x ,1 2 1 k 1 k 1 k
 m because H is abelian and y , x 	Q . Thus1 k k
² : ² :C d Q  C x Q .Ž . Ž .2 k 2 k k
 Ž² : .  uk1  Ž² : .  uk1By Proposition 2.8, C x Q  p , whence C d Q  p , as2 k k 2 k
uk ² :  4claimed. Now, since exp Q  p by Proposition 2.8 and d H 1 ,k
² :  ukLemma 2.7 implies that dy  p for any y 	Q .k k k
Put SQ  Q . Then, by the preceding fact and the assumption1 r
Ž .that H is abelian, Z C, H is an admissible set with respect to S.
Ž .     ukTherefore Lemma 3.3 yields z C, H  0 mod S . If H  p for everyk
 k with 1 k r, then so is Q by Proposition 2.8, and hencek
 z C , H  0 mod C .Ž .
  uk 0Now we may assume that H  p for some k . In this case,k 00
Q H . Using the fact stated in the third paragraph and the assump-k k0 0
tion that H is abelian, we can define the action of GHH onk 0
Ž .Z C, H by
Ž .g , h² : ² : ² :x h   x h   x hŽ .1 1 k k r r0 0
² : ² : ² :      x x , g h   x x , g h h   x x , g h1 1 1 k k k r r r0 0 0
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² : ² : Ž . Ž . Žfor all x h   x h 	 Z C, H and g, h 	G note that1 1 r r
  g . Ž .x x , g  x , 1 k r . The stabilizer of each element of Z C, H withk k k
respect to this action is, by Lemma 3.1,
² 1 xk 0  :g , g g g	HŽ . k 0
   and is isomorphic to H . So the length of each orbit must be G H k k0 0
 H , whence
 z C , H  0 mod H .Ž .
We have thus proved Theorem 7.4.
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